New Type of Farm Radio Program Is to be Inaugurated

A new type of farm radio program will in inaugurated by several Iowa stations starting Monday, it was announced at Iowa State college Saturday.

The extension service of Iowa State college is cooperating with the United States department of agriculture to furnish a 10-minute radio program, six days a week to all radio stations desiring to use it. Material for the programs is furnished by the radio bureau of the United States department of agriculture to Iowa State college where it is localized and supplemented to make it fit Iowa conditions. L. R. Combs, extension editor, is in charge of the work. These programs are a continuation, in form better adapted to local use, of the programs previously furnished by the United States department of agriculture.

WOI, college station, while it is cooperating in the new project, will not use the programs, according to W. I. Griffith, director, because it has a farm program started and has access to local college speakers. It will continue its present program.

The list of stations in Iowa which will use the new program and the time they will broadcast it each day was not ready Friday.